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2) We fixed some bugs which caused crashes. However, please note that the
online functionality has not been implemented yet. The online and multiplayer
mode will be implemented in the next version. The offline mode can be played

for free however, there is a small fee for the multiplayer mode. You can see
this fee in-game. If you buy the paintstorm studio now you will get one game

for free. For buying more games, the waiting list is open at the moment. If you
are interested, please fill up the form on our website and we will contact you.

Please make sure that you have filled in the email field and your mail is
correct. 1- If the memory allocation in the Paintstorm Studio has been, during a
long period of time not used, it can provoke that it gets error periodically. 2- If

you modify the files on external devices, like pendrives or hard disks, the
Paintstorm Studio can get errors after some time. 3- If you have the Paintstorm
Studio on Win95 it can crash after some time. 4- If you disable the GPU-engine
for some of the brushes, the engine will crash after a while. 5- If you have for

example 4 GPU-engines, when you disable one, the remaining 3 will crash after
some time. 6- Some of the Chinese characters are not available in the system

font. 7- Some of the Chinese characters are not available in the font of the
labels. 8- Some of the Chinese characters are not available in the text display.

9- Some of the Chinese characters are not available in the description. 10-
Some of the Chinese characters are not available in the filter. 11- Some of the

Chinese characters are not available in the home screen. 12- Some of the
Chinese characters are not available in the defualt brush font. 13- The Chinese
paintings with a program are not shown in the system font. 14- When the GPU-
engine is disabled, the extended color values will be lost. Therefore the setting

of the colors for all the brushes will become darker. 5ec8ef588b
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